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Fundamental rights



Art. 7: respect for
private life



Art. 8: protection of 
personal data



Art. 11: freedom of
expression and information



Confidentiality of 
communications

“Member States shall ensure the 

confidentiality of communications 

and the related traffic data by 

means of PCN and PECS through 

national legislation”



Confidentiality of 
communications

“In particular, they shall prohibit listening, 

tapping, storage or other kinds of interception 

or surveillance of communications and the 

related traffic data by persons other than 

users, without the consent of the users 

concerned, except where legally authorised to 

do so in accordance with Article 15(1).”



Confidentiality of 
communications

“In particular, they shall prohibit listening, 

tapping, storage or other kinds of interception 

or surveillance of communications and the 

related traffic data by persons other than 

users, without the consent of the users 

concerned, except where legally authorised to 

do so in accordance with Article 15(1).”



A state of exception





Nine parts

1: general protections

2: interception

3: obtaining comms. data

4: retaining comms. data



Nine parts

5: equipment interference

6: bulk warrants

7: bulk personal data sets

8: oversight



Nine parts

9: miscellaneous



Interception and judicial 
approval



“Judicial approval”



An end to encryption?

Probably not



Maintenance of capability

“obligations relating to the removal 

of electronic protection applied by 

a relevant operator to any 

communications or data”



Third party v CSP
encryption





Data retention and the 
Internet



Internet connection
records

“the internet protocol address, or other 

identifier, of any apparatus to which a 

communication is transmitted for the 

purpose of obtaining access to, or 

running, a computer file or computer 

program.” 



Equipment interference

“interference with any equipment 

for the purpose of facilitating the 

obtaining of communications, 

private information or equipment 

data”



Bulk surveillance



Part 6: bulk warrants

interception

communications data

equipment interference



Part 7: bulk personal
data sets

“the nature of the set is such that it is 

likely that the majority of the 

individuals are not, and are unlikely to 

become, of interest to the intelligence 

service in the exercise of its functions”



Maintenance of capability

Two changes



MoC 1: scale

“Telecommunications services”

Not just “public” services



MoC 2: scope

Not just interception



Oversight

Investigatory Powers Commission

Existing bodies abolished

Broad duties



Concluding thoughts

http://neilzone.co.uk/IPB_overview.pdf
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